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Abstract: The Indian contract law occupies one of the most vital places 
in civil and corporate law. The contract law affects the common people in 
day-to-day life. Law of Contract aims to safeguard rights and obligations 
arising from contract and to make statutory remedies available to those 
affected by it. This research article takes gander at legal system in India to 
degree that it is applicable to contracting and considers issues which emerge 
by innovations in contracts. For a valid contract, first the promisor has to 
indicate willingness and promisee has to indicate approval. Thus, it 
becomes essential to explain mode of communication of it. This research 
article reviews several provisions of Indian Contract Act, 1872 (ICA) 
that deliberates about intricacies in modes of communication like 
instantaneous and non-instantaneous communication. The postal rule and 
receipt/instantaneous rule have been analytically discussed here. This 
research paper explores key contrasts between English contract law and 
Indian contract law. Also, comparative critical analysis of various 
provisions under Indian and English contract law has been done here. The 
legal guidelines governing contracts through various modes like postal, 
physical meeting, telephone, video call, emails, social media, etc. in contract 
law have been discussed here. The question that where the ICA should be 
amended to keep pace with modern dynamic world in the contracts via 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT), has been answered 
in this article. The relevance of Information Technology Act (ITA) in law 
of contracts also been analyzed in this research article.  
 
Keywords: Legal Institution, Nonverbal Communication, Courtroom 
Observation, Human Behavior, and Court System. 
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1. Introduction 

An agreement enforceable by statute is contract.1 One needs to communicate to bring into notice, the proposal 

or acceptance to the parties. This communication mode can be non- instantaneous (e.g., postal) or 

instantaneous. Section 3 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 (hereafter referred as ICA) states that 

“communication could be done by an act or omission”.2 Here, mode of act means any conduct (implied) and 

words (express), written/oral.” Implied contracts are very common and are valid. Many commercial entities 

use contracts on great scale in their daily activities, hence it becomes necessary for legislations to keep check 

on the amendments and upgradation needed from time to time. Initially offers were transmitted by postal 

which was time consuming but now we have emails which has made the process seamless and faster. As 

communication is so important, with new modes in digital age, it has become necessity for a democracy like 

India to form laws so as to make parties in contract binding to it and avoid its breach. 

The ICA is followed in India that shall be amended time to time to keep pace with the requirements of 

contemporary world. Contrasting torts, contract law in India i.e., ICA is highly codified, making sections easily 

accessible. The ICA has copied widely from the codes, provisions and contract laws of different countries, 

chiefly the English law. By chance, if there are lack of related local cases, judiciary in India have taken English 

common law into consideration, in lack of express sections under ICA. Communication in contract always 

remains most vital parameter for courts to check the legality of proposals and contracts. Miscommunication 

could be a source of conflicts which could be tackled by frequent check and analysis of the ICA and its 

subsidiaries by the courts. The ICA and the rules in it can only seem good if it meets the demand of the 

current dynamic world. In Bhagwandas Kedia v. Girdharilal and Co.3, the Indian Supreme Court (hereafter referred 

as SC) mentioned that Section (hereafter to be referred as Sec.) 4 of the ICA is applicable only in not 

instantaneous mode of communication and this reference is followed till date. 

A proposal isn’t substantial until communicated. It can be communicated by word or by signal. Difference 

between Proposal and Invitation to Proposal- an invitation to proposal isn’t quite same as proposal as it just 

shows individual's likely readiness to arrange into a contract. Examples of invitation to proposal - a land owner 

showing eagerness to sell at particular value, public closeouts and things showed on store racks. Cross 

Proposals - if two indistinguishable cross proposals are there, then there isn’t any contract. Example - if A 

 
1 The Indian Contract Act 1872, s 2(h) 
2 The Indian Contract Act 1872, s 3 
3 Bhagwandas Goverdhandas Kedia v M/S. Girdharilal Parshottamdas AIR 1966 SC 543 
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proposes his vehicle to B for $2999 and B proposes to purchase A’s vehicle for $2999, there is no agreement 

as there is no acknowledgment. One party has to show assent to the conditions of other's proposal. 

Consideration is worth or price concurred between two parties that permits them to go into a contract. In 

Currie v. Misa (1875)4, courts characterized consideration as “some abstinence, disservice, impediment, 

misfortune or obligation given, endured or attempted by one party, or some right, premium, benefit or 

advantage building to the other. Here, words like advantage and impediment are indeed consequently of 

guarantee got or given”. In this way, consideration must be in each contract expect in deed or seal. So, if there 

is no consideration, it is considered by law that there is no contract between parties. Cash, restraint, consenting 

to one side or merchandise/administration can be perceived as considerations. Difference between Indian 

and English Law: In India under the ICA, a contract without consideration is void dependent upon specific 

exemptions gave in Section 25 of ICA 1872.5 Yet, English law perceives contracts without consideration in 

few conditions. 

2. Communication of Proposal 

Indian Law: “The communication of proposal is finished once it comes to the notice of the individual to 

whom it’s made i.e., promisee.”6 For instantaneous mode of communication: along these lines, when both 

parties are having conversation, by means of phone, video conference or face-to-face and so forth, then the 

communication will be finished when offer is made. For non-instantaneous mode of communication: A sent 

a proposition letter to B on Monday by means of post and that letter arrived at B’s address on Wednesday, 

then communication of proposition is finished on Wednesday, not on Monday.  

English Law: Let us understand it with help of a case law, Powell v. Lee7. Powell applied for the post of 

principal and the board of directors of school decided to appoint him. Prior to official appointment, one of 

the directors told Powell that he was selected.  After some days they agreed to hire somebody other. So, Powell 

sued the board for contract breach. The Court held that acceptance was not communicated through somebody 

approved by the board of directors of school and hence there was no valid contract. This case established 

that, for legal acceptance, it’s necessary that acceptance to offeror should be communicated by an authorized 

mode or offeree himself. Communication by unauthorized person isn’t valid contract. 

 
4 Currie v Misa [1875] LR 10 Ex 153 
5 The Indian Contract Act 1872, s 25 
6 The Indian Contract Act 1872, s 4 
7 Powell v Lee [1908] 99 LT 284 
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3. Communication of Acceptance 

Mirror Image Rule: “If you accept proposal, you need to accept it precisely as it was introduced to you.”8 

You can’t roll out any improvements, in light of fact that any changes to first offer make it counter offer. 

Counter Offer - It is a proposal made in response to an initial proposal by the other party for negotiation on 

final contract. It acts as both rejection of initial proposal and proposing a new proposal for new contract.9 It 

makes initial proposal invalid. In event that proposal is dismissed, it is considered slaughtered and offeree 

doesn't have choice to return and accept it later.” Silence - There should be some demonstration by offeree 

to show assent of proposal, Silence can’t add up to acceptance. Time constraint - The communication should 

happen in recommended time-frame, in event that it happens after slip by of endorsed time, it doesn’t remain 

as legitimate acceptance. Verbal acceptance of Contract - Written offers could also be accepted verbally in 

many cases. Verbal acceptance isn’t acceptable if there are conditions such that let both parties know that 

contract is anticipated to be accepted in writing. 

Indian Law: When communication of acceptance is done at that point itself contract occurs. In Lalman Shukla 

v. Gauri Dutt10, respondent sent his worker looking for his nephew who disappeared. After the worker left, the 

respondent reported prize for individual who will discover his nephew. The worker found nephew and later 

got to know the prize after that. He claimed the prize but the respondent didn’t give the reward as when he 

went to find and found the nephew, he had no knowledge about the prize. It was held that there is no 

agreement as there was no correspondence of acknowledgment. However, by this, we can’t say that 

development of contract happens just when communication happens in words. Moreover, it is additionally 

accepted by conduct of party.” 

English Law: Let us understand it with help of a case law, Carlill v. Carbolic Smoke Ball Co.11 Universal proposal 

was done by pharmaceutical organization that in event that anybody utilizes their item in recommended way 

and gets tainted with flu, then, they will pay £1000 to such individual. Here offended party utilized item in 

endorsed way. It was held that as it was universal offer made by organization. By purchasing item and utilizing 

it in recommended way, the offended party imparted his acceptance by this conduct. Hence a contract existed 

and the petitioner was thus ought to be compensated. 

 
8 The Indian Contract Act 1872, s 7 
9 Wex, ‘Counteroffer’ (Cornell Law School) <https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/counteroffer> accessed 3 June 2021 
10 Lalman Shukla v Gauri Dutt, (1913) 40 ALJ 489 
11 Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co. [1893] 1 QB 256 
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4. Modes of Acceptance 

i. Communication of Acceptance by an Act: “It is initiated through words, written/oral, i.e., 

correspondence by calls, letters, messages, broadcasts, etc.” 

ii. Communication of Acceptance by Conduct: “A promisee could likewise pass on one’s consent of 

proposal by their conduct or by their activity.” Section 8 of the ICA lays that acceptance can be done 

by accomplishing conditions of the agreement or getting payment. “Acceptance of proposal can be 

by performing the terms of offer or acceptance of some consideration for a two-sided promise along 

with the proposal.”12 E.g., If you board transport, then you’re accepting to pay transport fare by your 

conduct. 

iii. Express and Implied Promises - “An express promise is when, the offer or acceptance of promise is 

communicated on paper on words. An implied promise is when, it’s not in words or documented.”13 

5. Revocation 

Section 5 of the ICA lays down rules for revocation of proposal and acceptance. Section 6 of the ICA lays 

down various ways by which proposal and acceptance can be revoked. Revocation of Proposal - Proposal can 

be revoked prior to communication of the acceptance is done against the proposer. If the assent has been 

communicated to the offeror, then revocation of the proposal is impossible. A accepts offer and posts letter 

on 1st May. B gets letter on 5th May. Yet, for B (offeror) acceptance has been imparted on 1st May itself. Along 

these lines, revocation of offer can just occur before 1st May. Revocation of Acceptance- An acceptance may 

be revoked till communication of the acceptance is done against the promisee. In the above analogy, 

communication of consent for B is finished against A (acceptor) on 5th May. In this way, till that date, A can 

revoke his/her acceptance, however not after such date. In this way, in range of 1st to 5th May, A can choose 

to revoke his/her acceptance. 

 

 

 

 
12 The Indian Contract Act 1872, s 8 
13 The Indian Contract Act 1872, s 9 
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6. Key Differences between English and Indian Contract Law 

English Contract Law Indian Contract Law 

1. Definition of Offer 

An offer is “manifestation of readiness to contract 

on definite conditions made with the intension that 

it is to be legally binding when it is accepted by the 

individual to whom it is addressed”.14 

1. Definition of Proposal 

A proposal is “when one individual signifies to 

another his readiness to do or to refrain from doing 

something, with a view to attaining the assent of that 

other to such act or abstinence”.15 

2. The party making offer is called as offeror. 

The party accepting the offer is called as offeree.  

2. “The party making proposal is called as promisor. 

The party accepting the proposal is called as 

promisee.”16 

3. For a contract to be legally valid, there has to be 

an intention of legal obligation while entering into 

contract i.e., intention that contract will be legally 

binding and on breach of it, the one will sue the 

other. 

3. For a contract to be legally valid, it’s not required 

to have an intention of legal obligation while 

entering into contract i.e., even if there is no 

intention that contract will be legally binding and on 

breach of it, the one will sue the other, the contract 

can be valid in some exceptional cases. 

4. Mostly a contract without any consideration is 

valid in English law under certain circumstances. 

4. In India under the ICA, “a contract without 

consideration is void”17 unless specific exemptions 

gave in Section 25 of the ICA. 

5. Place of completion of contract in Instantaneous 

mode of communication in contract (phone call/ 

video call/ telex): 

5. Place of completion of contract in Instantaneous 

mode of communication in contract (phone call/ 

video call/ telex): 

 
14 Guenter H. Treitel, The Law of Contracts (10th edn, 1999) 08 
15 The Indian Contract Act 1872, s 2(a) 
16 The Indian Contract Act 1872, s 2(c) 
17 Currie (n 5) 
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Where offeror gets information of acceptance of 

offer by offeree.18 

Where promisee tells promisor his acceptance to 

proposal 

 

7. Various Modes of Communication 

Many years back communication was mostly through postal or telegram. However, in current time, proposal 

and acceptance happens through text messages, social media, or chatting apps. Does Indian law perceive 

contract completed electronically? Yes, the Information Technology Act 2000 (hereafter referred as ITA) 

gives lawful acknowledgment to exchanges did by electronically.19 The ITA assumes that if electronic 

agreement has been made with digital signs of parties, then it is legitimately completed by parties concerned. 

The ITA likewise accommodates a framework to validate digital signs and authorized affirming specialists are 

approved to give digital sign authentications to candidates. E-records are additionally permissible in proof in 

Indian courts if they meet certain terms. 

7.1. Postal Rule of Communication 

Indian Law  

When is Acceptance of Proposal completed?  As per the ICA, when promisee connotes his/her consent, then 

proposition is supposed to be accepted. Since communication of proposal is utilizing postal assistance, any 

methods for communication which is quicker than or similarly productive can be utilized to communicate 

assent. If proposal indicates specific mode, then that mode is ought to be followed. If there is emergency or 

time span is restricted, appropriate mode fitting got that situation is ought to be utilized. Revocation of 

Proposal - Proposal might be revoked prior to completion of its acceptance is finished as against promisor 

i.e., prior promisee posted letter of acceptance.20 If individual needs to revoke his proposal or assent, person 

may post letter of revocation with assistance of speed post. This kind of revocation with faster means (speed 

post), will stand legitimate if goes to information on promisor before acceptance. If the letter of revocation is 

received by promisee it’s done, it’s not necessary that he should have read it. Note: A proposal is made 

permanent by acceptance except under provisions mentioned in Section 6 of the ICA. Completion of Contract 

 
18 Entores Ltd v Miles Far East Corp [1955] 2 QB 327 
19 The Information Technology Act 2000, s 10A 
20 The Indian Contract Act 1872, s 5 
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- Time of completion of contract- its point at which acceptance letter has been posted. Place of completion 

of contract- its place from where the acceptance letter has been posted. 

English Law  

There are 2 major postal rules- “Firstly, an offer made by post isn’t compelling until it is received by the offree. 

Secondly, acceptance is successful when it is posted by the offree. Further, there are two standards (legal irony) 

- initial one is point at which offer is made isn't valid until gotten by individual to whom it is made i.e., offree. 

But on contrary, on offeree, acceptance is finished when he/she posted letter of acceptance. This is for the 

reason that it gets out of the power of offeree to do any changes.”21 

Relevant Landmark English Case Law: Adams v. Lindsell 22- It is first milestone case in England which 

prompted foundation of Postal rule for proposal’s acceptance. 

i. Facts- Respondents offered the offended parties on 2nd Sept., offering to sell them some fleece and 

mentioned that offended parties answer 'in course of post' they indicated mode here. Letter that 

contained the offer was incorrectly addressed to and thusly offended parties did not get it up till 5th 

Sept. Letter of acceptance wasn’t gotten until 9th Sept. by respondents and this was 2 days later than 

date anticipated. So, on 8th Sept. respondent had offered fleece to other individual and sold it. 

ii. Judgment- The Court held that Proposal had been accepted when letter had been posted as it got out 

of force of acceptor. In this manner, there was contract in presence before offer of fleece to other 

party, despite fact that letter hadn’t really been gotten by respondent. The respondent was along these 

lines responsible in breach of contract. 

Hypotheses about the Postal standard in Adams v. Lindsell23 

i. Offeror can dismiss offer by faster communication modes like speed post or others. In absence of 

postal rule, offeree will not know for sure if they have entered into an agreement. In postal rule it is 

understood that, when offeror wants to make offer, then that party bears all risk of mishaps and delay 

during post. Yet, offeror could solve this problem by stating in offer itself that he isn’t bound until 

actual receipt of acceptance. 

 
21 Sunidhi Singh, ‘What is Communication and modes of Communication under the Indian Contract Act?’, (2020) LAW CIRCA 
22 Adams v Lindsell [1818] 106 ER 250 
23 Ibid 
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ii. If proposer states acceptance by postal mode is enough, then proposer shall tolerate the problems as 

deliberated above in the case. Proposer might be assumed making the proposal all the time when the 

proposal is in postal means. Contract between the parties is accomplished when the acceptance is 

posted. 

iii. If this postal rule didn’t exist then no contract may be completed by postal means. This way offeror 

won't be bound with his proposal till it was told to him and offeree won't be restricted by his 

acceptance until informed that it has come to information on offeror. Moreover, the Post Office is 

like mutual agent of two players and consequently communication to this agent promptly completes 

agreement. Nevertheless, if acceptance letter isn’t mentioning any location or isn’t routed to specific 

place or individual then acceptance of agreement isn't completed as simple conveyance of letter to 

agent doesn't make acceptance complete.  

7.2. Telephone Communication (Instantaneous Mode of Communication) 

English Law  

The Postal Rule made in 1818, was not outlined in way in accordance with Instantaneous method of 

communication like fax, email and online business frameworks. The courts today don’t blend these two modes 

up rather address it utilizing basic laws as it can be deciphered. Contract Inter-absente - “They are those 

contracts where contracting parties aren’t within sight of one another at the hour of making agreement. So, 

contracting parties utilize various modes to communicate offers and acceptances like postage, message, 

transmit, phone, email, etc.”  

Receipt Rule: In electronic modes, the dispatch and receipt of message most likely happens at the same time 

and any statue that deals with delay between the two like the postal rules is rendered obsolete here. In 

telephonic communication, receipt rule applies as it is similar to communication between two people in same 

room; the communication of acceptance essentials to be heard by the offeror then only agreement is formed. 

Supposition here that message of acceptance sent during office time is generally gotten. 

Landmark Judgements: Issue emerges when mode of communication is called Instantaneous yet in real it 

isn't. Lord Fraser tackled this issue in Brinkibon Ltd v. Stahag Stahl24 by observing which risk and obligation was 

on individual who gets message in event that they decide not to man their machines. The statutes for 

 
24 Brinkibon Ltd v Stahag Stahl [1983] 2 AC 34 
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instantaneous modes is more fair and just than postal rule, instantaneous modes has had negligible effect on 

commerce and have been utilized for over so many years. In Entores Ltd v. Miles Far East Corp25, “a company 

based in UK, Entores, sent offer to company based in Netherlands, Miles Far East Corp. The offree sent its 

acceptance via telex. There was breach of contract and Entores sued the offree. Under English law, as Entores 

was UK based, it could bring action if it proves that contract was formed in UK i.e., within its jurisdiction and 

not Netherlands.” Issue; if postal rule (i.e., acceptance occurs when and where the acceptance is sent) applied 

to telex communication. The judge held that postal rule can't be applied to Instantaneous method of 

communication, like phone and message. If telephone line got disconnected, just before offeree accepted, it’s 

wrong to expect that contract was completed and parties didn’t had call back to one another, which applied 

in telex. So, contract is shaped when and where telex was received. Place of completion of contract in English 

law- In phone call or telex communication, place of accomplishment of contract is where offeror gets 

information of acceptance of offer by offeree. 

Indian Law 

Post rule wouldn’t make difference in Instantaneous methods of communication on grounds that telephonic 

discussion is taken one might say that parties are within sight of one another, where one party could hear 

other’s voice. “Phone is Instantaneous mode of discourse implying, proposal and acceptance, revocation and 

counter-proposal, instantly. Intercession of electric impulse that brings about instantaneous communication 

of messages from far way, doesn’t modify nature of communication for it to be similar to offer and acceptance 

via telegram or postal” Due to absence of third party associated with communicating acceptance of one party 

to other on the phone, making it communication that is of instantaneous mode and consequently it’s similar 

to as if the parties are physically present with one another. Reference Case Law - Bhagwandas Kedia v. Girdharilal 

and Co26. It is milestone case in Indian law that describes communication via Instantaneous modes like phone 

and gave the following guidelines for it: 

i. While the promisee tells his/her acceptance and his/her words are put in the way of transmission, he 

will not be able to revoke his acceptance. With innovative headway, phone conveys message signal 

instantaneously and within nanoseconds, promisor can know acceptance of promisee. Consequently, 

it very well may be said that when promisee talks his assent, the promisor will hear it and subsequently, 

 
25 Entores Ltd (n 19) 
26 Bhagwandas (n 4) 
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agreement is shaped at place where promisee discusses his acceptance. An agreement via instantaneous 

method of communication is accomplished when promisee accepts the proposal and intimates the 

promisor of it.  

ii. If the mode is postal/telegram, contract is shaped when promisee places his acceptance. This postal 

rule won't have any effect if there should be occurrence of Instantaneous methods of communication 

like phone. An agreement, in case of Inter-absentes of parties where communication happens through 

phone, will be completed when promisee accepts proposal and intimate’s promisor of his acceptance. 

The intimidation should be by similar manifestation which law sees as adequate. This intimidation will 

shape the proposal and acceptance in official contract. 

Revocation of Proposal: The revocation of proposal can be done any time prior to communication of its 

acceptance is done as against the promiser. “Communication of revocation is finished - as against individual 

who makes it, when it is placed into course of transmission to individual to whom it is made, to be out of 

power of individual who makes it; and as against individual to whom it is made, when it comes to his 

knowledge.”27  

When is Acceptance Complete: When phone/video call is utilized as methods for correspondence, acceptor 

is aware of reality if promisor has gotten his communication or not and so he can send it again if any 

aggravations happen in transmission of message in regards to acceptance? Hence, in phone/video call, 

contract is finalized when acceptance reaches promisor i.e., when he hears message of acceptance. Thus, postal 

rule is not applicable here. Place of completion of contract in Indian law- In phone or telex communication, 

place of completion of contract is where promisee tells promisor his acceptance to proposal. 

7.3. Fax 

In N.M. Superannuation Pty. Ltd. v. Hughes28, the SC of New South Wales held that if the fax was left turned on, 

by this activity, the proprietor shows his readiness to get messages on it and was viewed as enough for 

notification to be communicated by fax in the case, despite fact that notice arrived beyond the general business 

hours. Courts haven’t decided whether these standards apply to any digital modes of communication. 

 

 
27 Indian Contract Act, s 4 
28 N.M. Superannuation Pty. Ltd. v Hughes [1992] 10 ACLC 477 
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7.4. E-mails 

Indian Law 

In the present time of data innovation, many contract aren’t written on paper and needn’t be constantly signed. 

A contract is agreement between parties to do something (or avoid doing something) in return for some 

consideration. So, contracts can be done by emails too. Numerous individuals consider email as casual type 

of communication so proposals, counter-proposals and terms of proposed agreements are much of time 

traded by means of email with expectation and assumption that they are for negotiation purposes. To do as 

such, contractual agreements of proposal and acceptance and two players ought to be expected to come into 

contract according to ICA. It also involves Information Technology Act (ITA) 2000. So hence, question of 

legitimacy is answered by ITA as emails falls under the class of Electronic Contract in it. Even if the ITA 

expresses legitimacy of electronic agreements and gives legal validity to electronic agreement29, it needs more 

deliberation. A binding contract will be when “acceptor dispatches the electronic record such that it arrives 

computer resource beyond the control of acceptor”, yet, this concept isn’t valid for all types of electronic 

contracts. 

Let’s understand the technical aspect; there’re 2 ways of email communication. First way is through the 

internet. “The sender clicks the send option and conveys the email to its internet server provider (ISP). From 

ISP, the email voyages via internet where it might send on across the globe till it arrives the ISP of receiver. 

Then receiver could view the email by logging over his ISP. Second way is electronic data interchange (EDI). 

The EDI is system that makes a direct connection in two parties and hence an email sent is received by the 

other’s computer instantly. As this direct link is there in the two parties, there is instantaneous communication. 

But, the above-mentioned way via internet takes little time and so it’s not instantaneous.”30 There are 

numerous explanations on why the postal rule can apply and why postal rule cannot apply to communication 

of email via internet. Excluding the fact that speed of email is similar to instantaneous modes like telex, email 

through internet is non-instantaneous communication and is similar to a digital equivalent of postal system. 

Emails are virtually the only mode of communication to agree to the terms, make negotiations and making 

transactions for online businesses. Four elements essential for any contract to be legally valid are- agreement 

(offer and its acceptance), contractual capacity, consideration and lawful object. It all four elements to establish 

 
29 Information Technology Act, s 10A 
30 Valerie Watnick, ‘The Electronic Formation of Contracts and the Common Law “Mailbox Rule”' (2004) 56 BAYLOR LAW 
REVIEW 175, 200 
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a contract are present, an email can be enforceable and valid contract. Judiciary haven’t noticeably decided 

when acceptance by email becomes valid, when it’s sent or when received. Communication of contract by 

instantaneous modes like faxes and telephone, don’t fall under the mailbox rule, thus acceptance by such 

modes is valid when it’s received. Although email has some sort of instantaneous communication, yet, it’s 

fragmented process that has several stages. The email is divided in various parts and sent through diverse 

ways. Contrasting to instantaneous modes, the sender doesn’t know if communication of email is successful. 

Although he/she gets delivery receipt, it just implies conveyance to the mailbox and doesn’t show if opposite 

party has read of the receipt. So, emails come in the class of non-instantaneous communication.31 

English Law 

Reference case law, Vantage Systems Pty Ltd v. Priolo Corporation Pty Ltd32: Vantage rented part of a building from 

Priolo for few years. Prior to expiry of lease, Priolo send offer for new lease on email to Vantage and they 

negotiated on email. All major terms in negotiations were agreed by both. Priolo later send formal document, 

which had terms accepted on email, to Vantage. Vantage refused to sign and tried to renegotiate. Court held 

that contract can emerge because of email negotiations where two parties intended to get into contract, in 

spite of the fact that, there wasn’t formal document of contract signed. Emails showed that both parties 

intended of going into contract. The conduct of occupant i.e., still living in house demonstrates his consenting 

to offer of landowner. The Court in Singapore in a case observed that that as mails may reach in 

incomprehensive way subject to protocols it is directed over, thus email is non-instantaneous. Hence, postal 

rule shall apply to email.33 

7.5. Social Media 

The arrangements administering digital communication are in ITA 2000, however it doesn't manage utilizing 

messaging instruments to make contracts. There’re two kinds of communication: instantaneous and non-

instantaneous. Though Facebook and email communication is enclosed under realm of Section 4 of ICA, no 

explicit rule is there to tell if postal rule or rule for instantaneous communication is valid for contracts made 

via social media like Instagram DMs, Facebook, What’s App, etc. If somebody sends proposal or acceptance 

 
31 Ashank, ‘Emails and Contracts- Communication and Validity’ (Legal Service India) 
<http://www.legalservicesindia.com/article/2326/Emails-and-contracts---communication-and-validity.html> accessed 25 June 
2021 
32 Vantage Systems Pty Ltd v Priolo Corporation Pty Ltd [2015] WASCA 21 
33 ‘Postal Acceptance Rule and Modern Communication’ (Lawteacher.net, July 2021) <https://www.lawteacher.net/free-law-
essays/contract-law/postal-acceptance-rule-and-modern-communication-contract-law-essay.php?vref=1> accessed 26 June 2021 
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through social media or email and other party answers in split second, it is considered as instantaneous 

communication; however, assuming other party doesn’t answer in a flash, then it is like non-instantaneous 

communication in nature. Hence, social media apps nowadays are blend of both instantaneous and non-

instantaneous communication. The transmission of electronic record happens when message goes beyond 

sender's ability to do anything to it.34  

8. Role of Information Technology Act 2000 (ITA) in Contract Law 

The Section 10A of ITA lays down the legal validity of electronic contracts, but still more clarifications and 

advancements further are required in it. It was introduced by an amendment in 2008. It mentions- “When in 

contract formation, the communication of proposals, acceptance, revocation and acceptances, as the case may 

be, are by means of an electronic record or expressed in electronic form, such contract shall not be deemed 

to be unenforceable on the ground that electronic form or means was used for that purpose.”35 Under Sec. 

13 of the ITA, “transmission of electronic record happens once it gains entry to computer resource outside 

sender’s control.” For emails, once the message arrives in offeree’s electronic mailbox, a receipt of the email 

is generated, hence the contract is accomplished when email enters into the mailbox of the individual to whom 

it’s addressed. The ITA has provisions managing digital communication, but it doesn’t deal with utilizing of 

messaging tools, like social media, to make contracts. 

9. Need of Amending Section 4 of the Indian Contract Act to Keep Pace with Digital 

Age 

Section (hereafter referred as Sec.) 4 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 (ICA) lacks to keep pace with modern 

world. The SC in Bhagwandas case36 held that Sec. 4 of the ICA is just valid for non-instantaneous form of 

communication like postal means/emails. Along these lines, Sec. 4 of the ICA needs to stay up with advanced 

world as (1) It lacks data in regards to methods of communication in this segment, (2) Contemporary modes 

of communication could act both as instantaneous just as non-instantaneous and (3) There is disarray about 

what rule will be applied. Keeping in view the essential elements for making a valid contract, some 

amendments are requirements in Sec. 4 of the ICA. There shall be clarifications in it regarding the different 

communication modes and which modes are instantaneous and which are not instantaneous. Appropriate 

 
34 The Information Technology Act 2000, s 13 
35 The Information Technology Act 2000, s 10 
36 Bhagwandas (n 4) 
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rules for different modes of communication shall also be provided in it. Proposed amendment to Sec. 4 of 

the ICA by author of this research paper: “If nature of initiation of contract is instant, then instantaneous 

communication should be applied irrespective of the nature of completion of negotiation and contract is 

complete when promisor comes to know about the acceptance. However, if nature of initiation of contract is 

not instant, then postal rule shall be applied and contract is complete when the acceptance is sent and gone 

out of the control of promisee.” 

10. Conclusion 

Instantaneous modes consist telex, phone/ video calls, etc. that are viewed as if the parties were direct 

physically present with each other, where acceptance must be conveyed to proposer to shape the contract. 

Non-Instantaneous modes consist post, telegram, emails, etc. for which acceptance need not be imparted to 

promisor as contract comes into force when letter of acceptance, either by post or similar electronic means, 

is posted by promisee. Yet, there are no specific laws on email. We need to integrate our digital lifestyle into 

legislations. There is a requirement to ratify international conventions managing e-contracts. The contract 

laws in Singapore, Thailand, USA, Bahrain and Cayman Islands that have payed way for communication of 

offer by various digital means and have set a model for India to keep constant checks on the statues that keep 

up with the upgradations in this dynamic digital world. 

The English contract law and Indian contract law have remained similar despite the fact that UK still relies 

on its common law principles and India had codified this law about 150 years ago. The provisions of ICA 

weren’t initially derived from English law principle. When ICA deals with some particular case then it is not 

permitted to draw English common law principles of contract. The Indian SC held in Cotton Corporation of India 

v. United Industrial Bank37, "Disregarding all the significant considerations, one can't substantially import 

English judgments in our framework to build up half breed set of laws and one can't be so spellbound by 

English choices to neglect authoritative changes in Indian Jurisprudence." While citing English judgment in 

Indian courts, following viewpoints shall be mulled over: similar arrangements in English and Indian verdicts 

and consistency with social conditions in the cases. 

The Indian SC in Bhagwandas v. Girdharlal38, followed English verdict in Entores Ltd. v. Miles Far East Corp.39 and 

held that “Section 4 of the ICA is only valid in cases of non-instantaneous forms of communication and will 

 
37 Cotton Corporation of India Ltd. v United Industrial Bank, AIR 1983 SC 1272 
38 Bhagwandas (n 4) 
39 Entores (n 19) 
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not be valid in instantaneous forms of communication used in contract.” The SC said that the legislators of 

ICA didn’t anticipate usage of instantaneous means of communications. So, postal rule doesn’t apply to 

instantaneous communication of proposal and acceptance made by telex, phone/video call and contract is 

completed where acceptance is received. The ITA gives no principle of postal rule or instantaneous 

communication, but Section 10A of the ITA it gives legal validity to electronic contracts. Under Section 13 of 

the ITA, emailed contract is finished when message goes into recipient's mailbox. The author of this research 

paper proposes following amendment to the ICA; “the postal rule shall be valid for communication by email, 

fax or communication send by similar electronic means except for communication where the sender can verify 

the proper communication of the message instantly”. 


